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CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
MESL uses cutting edge technology
to exceed customer expectations by:

Service at a Glance
The Mechanical Equipment Tracking System (METS) is an innovative, custom



Maximizing cost efficiencies and
forecasting budgets



Tracking repairs/service costs



Assessing equipment life
expectancies and improving
asset life



Reducing paperwork and
organizing records

designed, secure, web-based tool for Moore Environmental Systems Limited
customers to track equipment maintenance and repair.
Users can view locations where work is being performed, determine which
technicians are performing the work, review equipment details including
maintenance history, age, location, model/serial numbers, work order status, job
costing, repairs required and recommended. Customers receive convenient and
clear job reports by email!
METS is powerful, effective and user friendly. The platform is easy to learn and the
screens are intuitive with simple navigation throughout the site.
Heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration equipment are investments.
Reducing downtime and the costs of expensive repairs is how Moore Environmental
Systems Limited continues to build upon its reputation of reliability and efficiency.
Visit www.mesl-hvac.ca to view a demonstration of this powerful tracking tool and
learn more about what METS can do for you!

About US
Moore Environmental Systems
Limited is known for providing
outstanding customer service and
building relationships that last.
Leading the industry with over 50
years of collective experience,
leveraging technology is just
another way that MESL builds
efficiency and excellence into every
job.

METS—the MESL Connection
Track equipment maintenance and repairs with a click!

Secure, Efficient, Effective
Moore Environmental
Systems Limited strives to
meet and exceed customers’
needs. It has always been
our goal to assist customers
to become more cost
effective.
METS supports multiple
users with different levels of
accessibility. Clients can
create profiles and define
exactly what information
contacts can and cannot
view. The entire system is
protected by a 128-bit SSL
security encryption; the
same as online banking.











Get an image of the
equipment and where
it is
View equipment
service history linked
to jobs and Purchase
Orders
Track repairs required
and recommended by
location
Export expense
reports for accurate
budgeting and cost
effectiveness
Receive immediate
Service Reports by
email

Moore Environmental Systems Limited
Phone: 905-577-0111 Email: office@mesl-hvac.ca

METS provides value by:


Reducing downtime



Tracking costs by unit per
location



Maximizing cost
efficiencies



Prolonging asset lifetime



Reducing paperwork and
organizing records



Assessing equipment life
expectancy



Improving budget
accuracy

Visit www.mesl-hvac.ca to
see why METS establishes
Moore Environmental
Systems Limited as the
leader in Building Efficiency
and Excellence!

